RARE 3.81-CARAT NATURAL FANCY GRAY-BLUE DIAMOND RING UNVEILED
New York, NY, January 4,
2016…A rare 3.81-carat Natural
Gray-Blue diamond from The One
and Only One™ group is available
by private appointment at selected
fine jewelers nationwide. The
Radiant-cut Fancy Gray-Blue
diamond, set on a ring with two
yellow diamonds, is certified by the
Gemological Institute of America
(GIA). The price is available on
request.
To learn more, or to request an appointment, please visit www.theoneandonlyone.com.
A Powerful Blue
At nearly 4 carats, the Fancy Gray-Blue diamond is a rare example of the limited production of
South Africa’s Cullinan Mine*. Accented by a hint of gray, it is flanked by two Pear-shaped
yellow diamonds to bring out its powerful blue color. It has received a clarity grading of VS1
from the GIA.
The Fancy Gray-Blue diamond is set on a ring of 18K yellow gold with pavé yellow diamonds.
“This is the one of the largest and most mesmerizing blue diamonds we have seen in many
years,” said Joe Padulo, CEO of Padulo Privé, a company that advises high-end jewelers and
luxury brands. “Whether you’re collecting your first blue diamond, or diversifying an investment
portfolio, this Fancy Gray-Blue is a magnificent heirloom in the making.”
Once in a Blue Moon
Natural blue diamonds are among the rarest and most sought-after of all Fancy Color
Diamonds. In fact, a blue diamond recently broke the record for the world’s most valuable
gemstone. In November 2015, at Sotheby’s Geneva, a 12.03-carat Internally Flawless Fancy
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Vivid Blue diamond – The Blue Moon – sold for $48.5 million, or $4 million per carat, also
breaking the price-per-carat record.
Blue Diamonds: A High-Performance Asset Class
According to the Fancy Color Price Index™ published by the Fancy Color Research Foundation
(FCRF), Fancy Color Diamonds -- across pinks, yellows and blues -- increased in value by 167
percent on average between January 2005 and October 2015, outperforming most other leading
assets in a similar period.
The FCRF reports that Fancy Blue diamonds increased in value by 186.3 percent on
average between 2005 and 2014.
To arrange an appointment to view The One and Only One™ Fancy Gray-Blue Diamond Ring,
please visit www.theoneandonlyone.com.

* One and Only One™ Fancy Color Diamonds are GIA certified and ethically sourced.
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